ADULT FICTION

BT 13376  WITHOUT REMORSE: A JOHN KELLY NOVEL #1  
CLANCY, TOM, 1947-2013

John Kelly can’t blame anyone when his pregnant wife is killed in a traffic accident by a runaway truck. But months later, when his new girlfriend is mowed down by her drug-dealing pimps, Kelly has a target for revenge. At the same time, he must don his "Clark" identity (from his Navy Seals days) and, once more, help his government out in Vietnam. Strong language, violence, and some explicit descriptions of sex. Bestseller. 1993. Unified English Braille Code. Uncontracted braille.

BT 13372  IF NOT FOR YOU: A NOVEL  MACOMBER, DEBBIE

Eager to get away from her controlling mother, Beth moves to Portland, Oregon, to work as a music teacher. She agrees to a blind date with mechanic Sam, partly because she knows it would horrify her mother. An accident creates a bond between them. Bestseller. 2017. Unified English Braille Code. Uncontracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE.

BT 13373  TROLL GARDEN AND SELECTED STORIES  
CATHER, WILLA, 1873-1947


JUVENILE FICTION

BT 13374  MAGYK: SEPTIMUS HEAP, BOOK 1  SAGE, ANGIE

The night his seventh son is born--dead, according to the midwife--Silas Heap brings home a newborn baby girl, Jenna. She turns out to be a princess in need of protection as villains and wizards abound in this magyk-filled adventure. And is the son, Septimus, really dead? For grades 4-7. 2005. Unified English Braille Code. Uncontracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE.
When Cole and a few fellow sixth-graders go into a haunted house, they find terrors beyond their wildest imagination. Kidnapped and whisked into a place known as the Outskirts, Cole must rescue the group of kids from slavery and find a way to return home. For grades 5-8. 2014. Unified English Braille Code. Uncontracted braille.

In Keeper of the Lost Cities twelve-year-old elf Sophie learns that she has secrets buried in her memory, for which some would kill. Sophie remains in danger in Exile, but helps train a precious, magical creature. For grades 5-8 and older readers. 2013. Unified English Braille Code. Uncontracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE.

When Nic, a slave in the mines outside of Rome, is forced to enter a sealed cavern, he finds much more than gold and gemstones: he discovers an ancient bulla, an amulet that belonged to the great Caesar and is filled with a magic once reserved for the gods--magic some Romans would kill for. Nic must harness the magic within himself and defeat the empire's most powerful and savage leaders. For grades 6-9. 2015. Unified English Braille Code. Uncontracted Text/Braille.

Six thousand years ago, twelve-year-old Torak and his guide, a wolf cub, go on a dangerous journey to fulfill an oath the boy made to his dying father--to travel to the Mountain of the World Spirit and destroy a demon-possessed bear that threatens all the clans. For grades 5-8. 2004. Unified English Braille Code. Uncontracted Text/Braille.

Thirteen-year-old orphan Otto Malpense, identified as a boy with a special talent for villainy, is kidnapped and taken to the remote Higher Institute of Villainous Education, or H.I.V.E., where he is enrolled in a six-year training

**BT 13369**  **RUINS OF GORLAN: RANGER'S APPRENTICE, BOOK 1**  
FLANAGAN, JOHN (JOHN ANTHONY)

The battleschool rejects Will because of his small size, but ranger Halt recognizes the fifteen-year-old's special skills and chooses Will as his apprentice. What Will doesn't know is that the rangers are the secret protectors of the kingdom, which evil Lord Morgarath is planning to attack. For grades 5-8. 2005. Unified English Braille Code. Uncontracted Text/Braille.

**BT 13388**  **I LOVE PETE THE KITTY**  
DEAN, JAMES, 1957-

Pete the Kitty loves so many wonderful things—like birthday cake, books, and his mom and dad! For preschool to 2 grade. 2017. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE.

**BT 13377**  **FEELY BUGS TO TOUCH AND FEEL**  
CARTER, DAVID A.


**BT 13378**  **TOUCH AND FEEL BABY ANIMALS**

What does a baby elephant's skin feel like? This touch and feel book allows the child to explore the different textures of the cutest baby animals. For preschool to 2 grade. 2012. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE.

**BT 13379**  **NEVER TOUCH A TIGER!**  
GREENING, ROSIE

The jungle animals love to go wild! Have fun touching the bumpy creatures! For preschool to 2 grade. 2020. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE.

**BT 13381**  **PEPPA PIG: MY MOMMY**

See the many reasons why Peppa and George love Mummy Pig, from comforting cuddles to splashes in muddy puddles. For preschool-grade 2. 2014. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE.

**BT 13382**  **VERY HUNGRY CATERPILLAR**  
CARLE, ERIC
A hungry caterpillar eats his way through plums, cheese, sausage, and other food and gets a stomachache. When he builds a small house for himself, something wonderful happens. For preschool to 2 grade. 2019. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

**BT 13383 FROM HEAD TO TOE CARLE, ERIC**


**BT 13384 IF YOU GIVE A MOUSE A COOKIE NUMEROFF, LAURA JOFFE**

When a small boy offers a passing mouse a cookie, the mouse asks for a glass of milk, then a straw, then a look in a mirror...and a whole series of activities that ends with a cookie, of course. For preschool to 2 grade. 2010. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE.

**BT 13385 BROWN BEAR, BROWN BEAR, WHAT DO YOU SEE? MARTIN, BILL, 1916-2004**

A brown bear sees a red bird. What does the red bird see? Each animal sees another colorful animal until a goldfish sees a teacher, the teacher sees her class, and the class sees each one of the animals again. For preschool to 2 grade. 2004. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE.

**BT 13386 KINDNESS MAKES US STRONG BEER, SOPHIE**

This board book shows various children as they extend kindness in all kinds of situations: on the playground, at lunchtime, on a bike path, and on a neighborhood street. For preschool to 2 grade. 2019. Unified English Braille Code. Uncontracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE.

**BT 13387 GOODNIGHT MOON BROWN, MARGARET WISE, 1910-1952**

A little bunny already tucked into his bed says goodnight to the familiar things in his room as the light dims gently until all is dark. For preschool to 2 grade. 2013. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE.
JUVENILE NON-FICTION

BT 13380  DREAM BIG, LITTLE ONE  HARRISON, VASHTI

This book showcases diverse women who changed the world and is the perfect goodnight book to inspire big dreams. For preschool to grade 2. 2018. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION

BT 13370  BOOK THIEF  ZUSAK, MARKUS

Death narrates the tale of nine-year-old Liesel from 1939 to 1943 in Nazi Germany. Liesel copes with a foster family, air raids, her friend Rudy, and a hidden Jew, sustained by the books she steals. Some strong language. For senior high and older readers. 2006. Unified English Braille Code. Uncontracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE.
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